Conceptual Development of the Right to Health in International Instruments
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**ABSTRACT**

**Background**
The international community accepts the right to health as a general principle. It provides the basis for a dynamic (rather than static) interpretation of the Covenant text. This article aims to examine the evolution of the concepts of the right to health in light of international instruments.

**Materials and Methods**
This research method is a descriptive-analytical one.

**Ethical Considerations**
Honesty and fidelity in writing the text have been observed.

**Findings**
Designing and adopting new norms is a time-consuming and erosive process. The first step is to do need assessment. In principle, the international law actors' needs and the circumstances of their relations are constantly changing with varying degrees of intensity and weakness.

**Conclusion**
should avoid focusing too much on using non-binding recommendations to develop examples and content of the right to health. Because of the declining international treaties and binding instruments related to the right to health, governments are encouraged to choose solutions that address their challenges and methods. This is the mechanism that happens in the Human Rights Council; Therefore, caution must be exercised about the new dimensions of the right to health.
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INTRODUCTION

The subject of human rights and related concepts has a long history. Initially, in human rights documents and sources, fundamental rights such as the right to life, the right to freedom from torture and persecution, and the right to various aspects of liberty were emphasized. But as time went on and the guarantee of fundamental rights became self-evident, it was time to introduce new human rights examples [1].

Given the importance of answering this question, it should be noted that, until the late 1970s, various instances of human rights were discussed independently and separately. Since the early 1980s, a particular approach has emerged in human rights and international law literature. In this approach, different human rights instances were considered members of a single body due to the breadth and diversity of human rights cases. This, in turn, challenges the normative hierarchy of human rights. The meaning of normative hierarchy is that some norms of human rights have been recognized as fundamental rights and therefore have the description of "authority" in the field of international law. These examples are at the top of the pyramid of normative hierarchies. And other instances and norms of human rights and international law cannot conflict with them [2]. But other examples of human rights that are not fundamental do not have the description of "authoritarian" and, as a result, are lower in the normative hierarchy than fundamental rights [3].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

This research is a theoretical type; the research method is a descriptive-analytical one.

DISCUSSION

A. The Right to Health as a Universal Principle.

In 1948, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted by the United Nations General Assembly. The International Covenant text on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights is very vague and general. This feature has led to various interpretations of the text of the Covenant. On the other hand, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, set up by the United Nations Economic and Social Council to monitor States Parties' reports on economic, social and cultural rights, also interprets the Covenant provisions its oversight functions [4]. After reviewing the Member States reports, the Committee shall make recommendations under the heading "Observations" [5]. The Committee prepares reports entitled “General Comment," which aims to clarify the meaning and content of some examples of economic, social, and cultural rights [6]. The findings and results of the Committee's work are, in turn, reflected in the revised guidelines for reporting on the status of economic, social, and cultural rights in the Member States [7]. The authors of this article have precisely included the phrase "possible" in the wording of Article 12 [8]. Over time, the level of development and expansion of facilities in different countries will change. As a result, the ability of
governments to ensure the right to human health will change. In other words, the maximum level of public health is subject to temporal and spatial requirements. Therefore Article 12 recognizes the best and highest health level achievable according to the conditions [9].

Simply put, the organization did not focus on legal activities, but since 1999, the organization's actions have changed, and its activities have shifted to the preparation of legal documents [11]. The Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights lists three types of obligations to the government that has been emphasized in the practice of human rights committees and institutions, as well as in the literature of human rights writers, about the obligations under Article 12 of the Covenant on Economic and Social Rights and cultural [12].

Respecting the right to health means governments must not restrict all people's access, notwithstanding their gender, race, color, and political, social, and legal position, including prisoners, detained individuals, minorities, refugees, and even illegal migrants to preventive health services, medicine, and pain relievers [10].

The third obligation in Article 12 of the Covenant is the obligation to perform. Paragraphs 36 and 37 of General Comment No. 14 provide examples of commitment to implementation [13].

B. The Main Obligations

Most of the obligations mentioned in the previous section are generally heavy and challenging obligations for States Parties to the Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights [14]. The main obligations are 1- Access to goods, services, and health facilities based on the principle of non-discrimination, especially vulnerable groups; 2- Access to the minimum necessary, sufficient, and useful food to get rid of hunger; 3- Access to the main shelter, housing, sanitation, and drinking water supply; 4- Preparation of essential medicines; 5- Ensuring a fair distribution of all facilities, goods and health services; Adoption and implementation of a national strategy and public health programs [10].

All States Parties must observe these core commitments relating to the right to health to the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights and in the periodic reports submitted by States to the Economic, Social and Cultural Committee [15].

Many authors and jurists believe that these obligations are part of customary international law or even part of general legal principles; although some authors disagree with this approach; In their view, "being within the framework of the domestic legal system" should not be merely a customary criterion for considering such obligations. Because important aspects of the right to health may be omitted from governments' domestic practice for various reasons, and as a result, over time and overemphasis on the practical approach of governments, these obligations may be effectively abandoned [12].
C. Essential Medicines

General Comment Report No. 14 uses the World Health Organization model to list crucial medicines.

In this model, the World Health Organization has published a list of thirty essential drugs that are the most effective, safest, and most cost-effective medicines to meet the minimum drug requirements [16]. It should be noted that this list contains the minimum standards required in any health system, without which the right to health is not guaranteed in any way [17]. Making this list is now a costly step [18].

However, any State that has ratified the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights is obliged, by paragraph 1 of Article 2, to provide this list of essential medicines as much as the facilities and resources at its disposal.

D. Existence

Existence does not mean that a government (even developed countries) should provide complete and adequate health services for all people in all remote, rural and urban areas, but this situation is only acceptable as a final horizon and goal [19].

E. Availability

Availability means the existence of four important elements, which are: 1- Non-discrimination; 2- Physical access; 3- Economic access or cost-effectiveness; 4- Access to information [20]. Non-discrimination is one of the fundamental criteria that the Economic, Social and Cultural Committee has emphasized in interpreting many examples of economic, social, and cultural rights, especially in Article 2 of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights [21]. As a result, equal access for all or non-discrimination is the main task of governments. Secure physical access is another important aspect of "availability" [22]. Cost-effectiveness is another element of "availability." The purpose of access to information is the right to search and demand, to receive and transmit data and ideas related to health issues, taking into account the principle of confidentiality of personal health information [23].

F. Acceptability

According to this criterion, all health facilities and services must be respectful in terms of medical ethics and, at the same time, must be appropriate in terms of the culture of the target community [24].

G. Quality

Health facilities and services and being culturally acceptable must also be scientifically and medically appropriate [24].

H. Original Concepts of the Right to Health in Recent Years

1- Sexual Rights. It includes the right to marry and the prevention of child marriage, issues related to the legality of abortion, and women's right to self-determination. These issues have been addressed in General Comment No. 22, and like General Comment No. 14, the
relationship between these issues and the principles of non-discrimination and equality has been emphasized. The Committee derives these new dimensions of the right to health directly from the Covenant text, so they cannot be regarded as new parameters for the right to health [25].

2- Mental Health. Since the 90s, it has been revealed in various researches that mental health institutions' situation in many countries is deplorable [26].

Treatment of mental illness usually included only primary health care, and specialized secondary treatment was usually rejected [27]. Some effective control mechanisms are also not provided to control decisions about placing patients in mental health institutions [28].

3- The Right to Health in Prisons. Another issue that has received increasing attention in recent years is the prisoners' situation regarding the right to health.

Until the early 1990s, prison matters were referred to the Human Rights Committee under Articles 9 and 10 of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. Since the Vienna World Conference on Human Rights in 1993, prison conditions and human rights issues, the case of health care and food preparation is referred to all contracting authorities. It is generally believed that detainees and prisoners are subject to the criminal justice system [29].

4- The Right to Health in Armed Conflict. In recent years, the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights has presented the human rights situation during armed conflict, and in particular post-conflict situations, such as issues related to access to health services during armed conflict. It has provided medical and psychological services to the vulnerable, especially women and children, after the armed conflict outbreak [30]. Issues related to sexual violence against women, children, and detainees during the armed conflict have also been addressed in government correspondence with the Committee on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights [31]. Examples include reports on Afghanistan and issues related to child soldiers' employment and health problems caused by traumatic war-related disorders.

5- New Procedures of the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. However, in practice, if the government does not respond to these new issues and dimensions and does not provide information on its progress in achieving these aspects, the Committee may list the Prioritize and set a specific time for that government to begin negotiations. This committee procedure puts a lot of pressure on the government in terms of General Comment. In practice, almost all the states that have addressed this Committee's policy have not refused to start negotiations and take the proposed measures [32].

I. The Need for New Health Rights

So far, efforts have been made to demonstrate the normative content of the Covenant's provisions on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights concerning the right to health. The comments made by the Committee on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights on new issues concerning the right to health, such as the right to health in prisons, armed conflict, etc., provide the basis for a dynamic (rather than static) interpretation of The text of the Covenant is provided. Designing and adopting new norms is a time-consuming and erosive process. The first step is to do a need assessment. In principle, the international law actors' needs and the circumstances of their relations are constantly changing (with varying degrees of intensity and weakness). On the other hand, governments are aware that international rules generally do not operate in an absolute and unlimited way \[34], \[33]. On the other hand, the Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights Committee reports are a non-binding legal process or soft law.

The non-binding reports of the Committee have very important functions \[35]. Non-binding statements can also play a role in formulating existing international customary rules by providing more explicitness through written texts, or even forming a tendency toward a particular norm or paving the way for a change in existing customs. These documents and reports can also shape part of the subsequent government practice that is useful for interpreting treaties \[36].

CONCLUSION

The study found no urgent need to create new human rights laws regarding the right to health. Existing legislation provides ample room for an evolutionary interpretation of Article 12 of the Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. It enables interpreters (international treaty bodies, States Parties, NGOs, and other stakeholders) to address areas of lesser concern in the past. Such issues as sexual rights, reproduction, sexual orientation, health issues in prisons, and armed conflict have become increasingly important.

The General Comment Report, approved and published by the Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, focuses primarily on the mandatory norms of the right to health. However, they should avoid focusing too much on using non-binding recommendations to develop examples and content of the right to health. Because of the declining international treaties and binding instruments related to the right to health, governments are encouraged to choose solutions that address their challenges and methods. This is the mechanism that happens in the Human Rights Council; The Human Rights Council emphasizes the explicit obligations of States Parties to the Covenant on Human Rights, and non-binding norms and recommendations are purely ancillary and interpretive. Therefore, caution must be exercised about the new dimensions of the right to health.
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